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Context

• Nepal’s mountainous parts are vulnerable to multiple hazards including

landslides and floods (MoHA, 2013)

• Lack of geospatial data in better understanding the natural hazards and

associated risks

• Most of the scientific data generated by scientists are not easily accessible by

the users

• The risk related data generated by the researcher and scientist are too
technical and is very difficult for target users to make sense for practical use

(Ospina, 2018)

• Communities are mostly seen as a knowledge receiver, undermining the

possibilities of co-creating the knowledge in a collaborative manners which

creates a void between researcher and communities in capitalizing the

opportunities of science in making societal benefits (Challies et al., 2016)



Research question

• What is the potential of using technical knowledge of researchers and practical

understanding of citizen scientists to co-produce a geospatial database in

better understanding natural hazards using openly available platforms?



Objectives

The main objective of this research is to pilot the collaborative approach of

mapping resource, exposure and vulnerabilities to natural hazards by

transferring the technical capacities to the citizen scientist.

Specific objectives;

• To train the citizen scientist selected from diverse background and age group

on digital mapping technologies and instruments

• To leverage the technical expertise of researchers and practical understanding

of citizen scientist to map the selected study sites

• To create a information repository in open platforms easily accessible by users

and humanitarian actors in case of any future disasters



Methodology

A. Study area

• Bajhang and Bajura districts
of Sudurpaschim Province

Bajhang: Bitthadchir Rural
Municipality

Total area: 86.68 sq. km

Bajura: Budhiganga
Municipality

Total area: 59.52 sq. km

• Elevation: 706 to 2747 m

• Climate zone: Tropical to
Temperate

Figure 1: Study area map



Methodology

Uploading data to the Openstreet map

Training to citizen scientists

Remote mapping using JOSM( Bing aerial imageries)

Field mobilization of citizen scientists in data collection

Retrieving information using Q-GiS to produce map

Data validation

B. Methods



Results

1. More than 80 percent of the selected districts remotely mapped in the

OpenStreet map using Bing aerial imageries and JOSM

20 mappers

5 days

Attributes mapped

Roads, rivers, buildings, forest area , trails, open 

spaces and streams

Figure 2: Snapshot of changes in OpenStreet map

after remote mapping



Results

2. Training to citizen scientists

Number of 

participants

Number of

days

Area of capacity building Instruments / software used

42 4 Map literacy and digital 

mapping

Garmin GPS, Smartphones with GPS 

functionality, JOSM, OSM tracker and Q-GiS

Figure 3: Participants learning digital mapping techniques



3. Ground based mapping of key landmarks and facilities of two local units

and uploaded in the Openstreet map

Approximately 40km of 

ground based mapping done

Data cleaning and uploaded 

to the OSM platform done by 

citizen scientists

Figure 5: Study area after uploading the collected data and 

remote mapping in JOSM

Results

Figure 4: Participants 

collecting field data



4. Data Retrieval in Q-GIS

and preparation of maps

• OSM map imported in

the Q-GIS as a base map

and key infrastructure

and facilities visualized

Figure 6: Map Produced in GIS after incorporating all the collected data

Results



Conclusion

This pilot study shows that there is a great potential of co- producing the risk

knowledge by leveraging the technical knowledge of researchers and practical

understanding of citizen scientists using openly available platforms. This

knowledge could be crucial in better understanding natural hazards and

strengthening resilience to disasters.



Way forward

Consultation
(Workshop, planning meeting)

Mobilization
(More comprehensive data 

collection through citizen 

scientist)

Engagement
(government, communities and 

media )

Dissemination
(Printing these collaboratively 

produced maps and installation as 

a hoarding board in public places)



Some Photographs

Figure 7: Remote mapping 

done from Kathmandu

Figure 9: Community consolation 

and map literacy activities

Figure 8: Participants practicing the 

remote mapping 
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